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This article is a true description of an 
AECS technical help desk problem and 
how it was solved. 
 
Vehicle:   
E320 Mercedes Benz 1996 3.2 ltr Petrol non turbo 
 
Problem presented to the help desk 
The Mercedes was presented to this workshop 
with a complaint that during firm acceleration it 
sometimes holds back. Releasing the throttle and 
depressing it again would often ‘clear’ the fault 
and makes the car accelerate firmly. No misfiring 
or lean/rich sounding engine, that would indicate a 
lack or over supply of fuel. The vehicle has no 
fault codes. 
 
The throttle body is of the drive by wire type, and 
we really suspect that the throttle does not always 
open all the way. What should we measure first? 
 
Measuring 
Well if the throttle is suspect we should measure 
it, it is that simple! 
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Bogging Benz 

The above ATS 5004D scope recording shows the throttle 
control motor and one of the throttle position sensors.  

AECS     Training coming up: 
  
AED                20th & 21st April          Gisborne  
EMS1-2         22nd & 23rd April           Hastings  
  
DMS1-3         14th & 15th May               Nelson 
EMS1-4       19th & 20th May      Christchurch 
AED     21st & 22nd May      Christchurch 
                         
See our website for more details or enrol online 

 www.aecs.net   
Taking enrolments now! 

Check out the Training Calendar on back 
page....  If there is a course you’d like 
us to run but is not advertised, ring us 
so we can try to arrange one in your 
area next season. 

There is a scope to suit 

all needs...... 

HP3  
Portable 

scope 

Quick hook up and 
very easy to use  

Not every workshop is 
the same, and so the 
scope you choose 
needs to suit your 
working environment. 
We can help!  
 
Call AECS to get the 
right scope, we have 
the expertise. 
 
PH: 06 874 9077 

ATS 5000 ,  2 CH , Scope 
Our most popular scope in 
our wide range. 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

Emission testers, Scan 
tools, Scopes, injector 
cleaner & tester 
(Italy) 

Scan tools, emission 
testers and scopes  
(Austria) 

High quality air-conditioning 
equipment. (Italy) 

Did you know  
AECS  

promotes these  brands? 

Retractable and fixed work-
shop extraction equipment. 
(Italy) 

ATS automotive scopes, and ATIS 
data base manufactured by 
GMTO. (Holland) 

Top of the line  
brake roller/ test 
lane equipment from 
VTEQ (From Spain) 

Scan tools. (China) 

www.aecs.net 
 

From the recording, it is clear that the throttle opens 
wide even though the car holds back. It takes about 
4 seconds before it is wide open but it does open. 
 
We need to look for another reason why the  
engine holds back. Let us first look at the fuelling 
side. I want to know if the oxygen sensor reports a 
lean or a rich mixture during acceleration; it should 
be rich as a result of the programmed acceleration 
enrichment. 
 
The following pattern was recorded and sent to the 
help desk. 

Dual channel measurement of the throttle position sensor 

Wrong! 
This recording revealed that the mixture went lean 
during acceleration, now that is wrong! The bog-
ging down is obviously the result of a lack of fuel 
going into the engine, not a lack of throttle open-
ing. 
 
We asked the diagnostician to check the fuel pres-
sure, as at first the graph shows that the mixture 
goes rich during acceleration and only leans out 
further on. 
The fuel pressure stayed good, so the next meas-
urement we asked him to make was throttle posi-
tion vs injector pulse width. 
 
This recording was not saved and send to us, but 
during acceleration at first there was an increase 
of injection duration, and further down the pulse 
width stayed the same. 
 
Air-mass 
When a throttle opens, and the engine’s speed 
increases, the air-mass increases. The increase in 
air-mass sensor voltage always results in an in-
crease in injector pulse width. 
The lack of injector pulse width indicated to us that 
the air-mass sensor’s signal reading was very 

The equipment is supported with our well known, 
recognised training system and our technical        
support.  
For annual calibration and regular service there is 
no need to send the equipment away, in most 
cases we can pick up and return the equipment 
the same day or perform the service on site. 



Dual channel recording with the ATS 5004D 4 Channel 
scope while accelerating  

 

Just connect to 
your USB port and 
you make even the   
fastest signal  visible, 
all for the price of a  
Multi-meter!  
Check the awesome  
ability  on our website.  
Can also be used as an 
extra channel for the ATS 
5000 and ATS 5004 
scope! 

Looking for a 

quick hook 
up tool?  

Intro special $1,250 plus gst 

www.aecs.net 

• HP3 single     

channel scope 

• 0.2V to 800V direct       
differential input(!) 

• Up to 100MS/sec 

• 1.2M point buffer   
powered by USB 
port. 

likely too low at times, specifically during high air vol-
ume; remember the fault was not always there. 
Measuring the air-mass sensor showed a beautiful 
line with no errors on it. This does not mean        
anything, as it is the outcome of the oxygen sensor 
signal that really counts! 
 
Fixed 
A new air-mass sensor was fitted, which produced 
the following signals. 

In the recording it can be seen that even though 
the accelerator is depressed full, the throttle 
opens ‘gently’ and staged and most of all the mix-
ture goes to rich during acceleration, just like what 
you would expect. 
 
The car is driving beautiful and has its full per-
formance back. 
 
Conclusion 
Complex? Nah... I don’t think so! Just realise that 
modern automotive technology requires skill. In 
our industry, there is virtually no room for low 
skilled people anymore. 
AECS has been delivering nationwide training for 
ten years now, up skilling the top level of the auto-
motive industry. 
 
We are also constantly developing new seminars 
to keep the great people who work in the garages 
of NZ at pace (and ahead) of current automotive 
technology. 
Try to stay ahead as you will get a visit from your 
customer when something goes wrong with their 
car. 
 
Invest in your skills and in the best equipment 
available with great back up from AECS. It is 
these key elements that made this Mercedes job 
quick and profitable. 

For AECS Ltd: 
H.P. Leijen 
(trainer/research) 
E-Mail: hpleijen@aecs.net 

Did you know that...... 
 

AECS  has a full 2010 model range of top 
quality Italian Air-conditioning  service       
equipment available. Our range includes, Truck 
service stations, leak search, diagnostics and 
flushing equipment.  
 
This is backed up with our full after sales ser-
vice.  Annual calibration / service work can be 
done at your door without the airconditioning 
unit having to be shipped about the country.  
 
How many companies offer that? 
  



Parallel import. 
New shipment arriving soon! 

$4,990 + gst   

Launch X-431 GX3 

X431 GX3 scan tool is the  
new look scantool developed by 
Launch. It’s a perfect complete unit, 
it out performs all other diagnostic 
tools you have seen so far. 

Features: 
 Touch Screen PDA 
 Inbuilt printer 
 Able to be used on 57 car brands 
 Very simple to operate 
 Many protocols are almost identical to 

factory software 
 1  year free updates and 12 month 

warranty 
 Strong carry case for all connectors 

and tool 

 AECS technical support. 

  

Hurry This price 

won’t last for long! 

Did you know we  accept MTA vouchers? 


